Safety Management for Space Environment Applications Using ATmegaS128

Introduction

This document highlights the key parameters of the ATmegaS128 that should be handled with care by any hardware and/or software developer in order to develop space-safe applications.

This document focuses on features that may be sensitive to a radiation environment and that must be considered at the application level. In addition, some tips to improve the safety of the global application are provided.
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1. General Considerations

1.1 Code Behavior and Code Limits

1.1.1 Default State of the Flash Memory

In case of unexpected loss of PC or SP, the application can fetch anywhere in the Flash memory.

By default, in Flash memory, unprogrammed bytes are set to 0xFF. 0xFFFF (16-bit instruction code) corresponds to a valid opcode in the ATmegaS128 instruction set:

“sbrs r31,7" (Skip if Bit 7 in Register R31 is Set)

In case of loss of the PC, if the PC is going above the end of your program, it will continue to fetch and execute all the Flash memory up to rollover to 0x0000.

Tip: Fill unused bytes of the Flash memory with an opcode allowing infinite loop and let the watchdog expire. The opcode 0xFCFF “rjump @PC” is the infinite loop opcode.

Remember: The PC is always aligned by words (2 bytes). If all unused code memory is filled with 0xFCFF (“rjump @PC”), the processor will never fetch 0xFFFC.

1.1.2 Unknown Opcodes

If an SEU event occurs, data may be corrupted while fetching the operations to be executed. In case of a fetch of unexpected opcode – opcode that is not allowed in the ATmegaS128 instruction set – the core executes a NOP.

1.2 Interrupts

In case of an unexpected interrupt (e.g., an interrupt from an unused peripheral), the user software may jump in and out of the interrupt subroutine without doing anything inside this routine. The user software may also enter an endless loop while waiting for the watchdog to reset the part.

Tip: Initialize all the interrupt vectors, even if they are not used, to reach a predictable state in case of error.

1.3 Special Function Registers (SFR)

It is recommended that the user periodically refresh the SFRs with their relevant values to correct any SEU effects on SFRs.
1.4 **Bootloader**

The ATmegaS128 bootloader is intended for reprogramming of the application throughout the life of the device. If the application must be reprogrammed during the mission (in-flight write-to-flash) through the bootloader, the tips listed below should be considered.

- To avoid any corruption on the bootloader area (critical software for reprogramming), the boot code section must be locked. See the section “Avoiding Flash Memory Content Loss”.
- The following startup sequence should be used to secure the correct user application execution:
  1. Reset the boot section and check if bootloader activation is requested.
  2. If the bootloader is requested (bootloader start requested), check the bootloader section content (CRC or checksum).
     - If the result is correct (bootloader content not modified), resume the bootloader.
     - If the bootloader check is incorrect, run the current application without downloading a new application through the bootloader.
  3. If the bootloader is not requested (application start requested), check the application section content (CRC or checksum).
     - If the result is correct (application content not modified), then run the application by jumping at address 0x0000.
     - If the application check is incorrect, run the bootloader to download a correct application.

**Remember:** The user must pay careful attention to Watchdog behavior, in particular if the WDTON bit is programmed during the startup sequence. See the section “Watchdog” for recommendations regarding Watchdog behavior.

1.5 **FMEA at System Level**

At system level, the end user must consider the criticality of the different signals/events managed by the ATmegaS128 to elaborate an adequate mitigation between the consecutive refreshes of the application.

**Attention:** Key points to be answered are:

- What happens if a signal is missing for a short period of time?
- What happens if a signal is wrong for a short period of time?
2. System Control Mitigation

2.1 Clocks

2.1.1 Internal Oscillator
The OSCCAL value is copied at reset from the signature row into the OSCCAL register. In case of use of the OSCCAL register in the application, it is recommended to make copies of this parameter in the RAM memory in order to control its integrity throughout the lifetime of the application. The SRAM is sensitive to SEU events, and so multiple locations should be used as copies of the OSCCAL parameter to allow efficient checking. In any case, a reset reconfigures the OSCCAL register with the default factory value.

2.1.2 Source Clock Selection
The clock source for the device can be selected between internal RC sources and external sources. If an application requires precise timing/clocking, it is recommended to use the external source. In this case, the clock is configured so that the external source is a reference; however, there is a risk to switch from this clock to an internal source in case of SEU. In order to detect the event, it is recommended to have the OSCCAL register configured to 0. This allows detection of the event if it occurs.

2.2 Watchdog
The ATmegaS128 embeds watchdog features that the user must consider carefully in his software design to avoid unexpected timeout of the application.

When WDTON (Watchdog Enable On) is programmed, the watchdog is running directly after reset with a default configuration of 16K clock cycles before it expires.

Tip: To ensure correct behavior of the application without spurious time-out, first clear the watchdog and then set it to the value consistent with the application requirement in the application startup file. This should be done before any other applicative task.

Remember: Watchdog frequency is dependent on temperature and voltage, thus the watchdog must be configured with sufficient margin to fit the application requirements.

2.3 Fuse Bits
The ATmegaS128 embeds a full set of fuse bits for configuration of the device parameters. As for the Flash memory array itself, the fuse bits are immune to SEU. The effect of the fuses on the application occurs only once at power-on when they are latched in volatile memory cells. The volatile cells in which the parameters have been latched are not SEU immune and, as such, can be affected by SEU events.
If an error is induced in this volatile cell by a heavy ion, the configuration of the device will remain in its ‘faulty’ state as long as no power-off/power-on sequence is applied.

- The loss of fuse bits is not recovered by the internal watchdog which simply generates a reset of the chip.
- As the fuse bits are only latched at power-on, the only way to recover from the faulty state is to apply a power-off/power-on sequence to the device.

**Tip:** Some fuse bit functionalities are critical for the application, such as the clock selection, the BOD level or the boot reset. To avoid deadlock of the device, implement an external mechanism to cycle power-off then power-on of the device when the application no longer answers. Occurrences of such events are very rare. For more details, refer to the ATmegaS128 radiation report.

**CAUTION** Although not related to radiation considerations, an incorrect configuration of the fuse bits may lead to a deadlock of the device, without any possibility to recover on-board. Particular attention must be given to the alignment between hardware and software prior to any configuration of the fuse bits.
3. Memory Management

3.1 Flash Memory Management

3.1.1 Avoiding Flash Memory Content Loss

The ATmegaS128 has lock bits to lock the content of the Flash memory. It is mandatory to use the lock bits to prevent any loss of content of the Flash memory.

Tip: If no reprogramming functionality is needed, lock the part using BLB0x and BLB1x lock bits (without using LBx bits).

Tip: If the bootloader functionality is used, lock the bootloader section using BLB1x fuse bits (without using LBx bits).

See the section “Bootloader” for more details on risks related to programming in-flight.

3.1.2 In-Flight Flash Reprogramming Considerations

The global application of an ATmegaS128 relies on a bootloader that must fit in the Bootloader section of the Flash memory and, on a user application, in the application area of the memory.

CAUTION: It is highly recommended to lock the Flash memory content as described in the section “Avoiding Flash Memory Content Loss” and to avoid in-flight Flash memory reprogramming.
When the memory is fully locked, both the bootloader and the application are protected against any write operation, thus preventing unexpected data loss. Data retention is also guaranteed. Since the application section is locked, no application reprogramming is possible.

Whereas it is not recommended to use Flash reprogramming during flight, it is possible to use the capability to reprogram the device. If the end user wants to use in-flight Flash programming, either of the two setups described below may be used.

3.1.2.1 Application reprogramming from the Boot section

The reference configuration hypotheses for this use case are the following:

- Bootloader section is locked
- Application section is not locked

See the section "Avoiding Flash Memory Content Loss".

When the Boot section is locked to avoid any corruption in the critical area of the software, the ATmegaS128 still allows reprogramming of the application from the boot section.

The bootloader is always protected against unexpected loss of data. Data retention of the bootloader section is guaranteed.

The application section is not protected against unexpected data loss.

Data retention of the application section after in-flight programming must be re-assessed with respect to the post-write TID characterization results presented in the ATmegaS128 radiation report.

3.1.2.2 Application reprogramming from the ISP interface

The reference configuration hypotheses for this use case are the following:

- Bootloader section is locked
- Application section is locked

See the section "Avoiding Flash Memory Content Loss".
When both the boot section and the application section are locked, it is not possible to reprogram the application section through the bootloader. The only way to reprogram the application is to perform reprogramming through the external ISP.

The bootloader and application are always protected against unexpected data loss.

Retention by the two sections after in-flight programming must be re-assessed with respect to the post-write TID characterization results presented in the ATmegaS128 radiation report.

### 3.2 EEPROM Memory Management

#### 3.2.1 Avoiding EEPROM Memory Content Loss

The ATmegaS128 has lock bits to lock the content of the EEPROM memory.

It is mandatory to use the lock bits to prevent any loss of content from the EEPROM memory.

Tip: If no reprogramming functionality is needed, lock the part using the LBx bits.

### 3.3 SRAM Memory Management

#### 3.3.1 Avoiding Erroneous Data in SRAM

As described in the radiation report, the SRAM memory of the ATmegaS128 is not SEU immune. Single bit events (SBU) and multiple bit events (MBU) can be observed on the memory.

Since the SRAM is sensitive to SEU events, there is a risk of operating on a corrupted data in the application. To avoid this, multiple memory locations should be used as copy of the data/parameters to allow efficient checking.
Tip: As an example, if a data is saved in three locations in the SRAM memory, the verification of the correctness of the data can be easily done by applying a voting algorithm at software level before use of the data.

**CAUTION** Depending on the ‘check’ strategy used in minimizing the ‘erroneous read’ risk, the performance of the application can be decreased from a wide range. Safety/performance paradigms should be consistent with application constraints.
4. Communication Interfaces

4.1 I/O Conflict Management
The registers used for configuration of the I/Os can be affected by SEU by modifying the PIN/PORT direction registers and I/O values. An optimized I/O configuration process is recommended for each I/O access.

4.1.1 Reading PIN/PORT Registers

Tip: Systematically configure the PIN/PORT as input before reading any port.

Tip: Execute multiple PIN/PORT reads to get the value.

4.1.2 Writing PIN/PORT Registers

Tip: Systematically configure the PIN/PORT as output before writing to any port.

4.1.3 I/O Conflict Management
In case of SEU affecting the PORT direction, conflict on the I/O lines may appear (risk of multiple drivers on the same line). To avoid conflicts, it is recommended to

- Add a line resistor on all input pins to avoid conflict in case of SEU changing I/O direction to output.
- Refresh port direction on a fast time basis to avoid long term switch to the faulty direction.

4.2 USART
As SEU can affect USART communication, it is recommended to implement data integrity check mechanisms at application level. In case of error, the transmitter must be warned and determines whether to resend (or not) the data/frame to the receiver.

At hardware level, on the USART, byte control can be activated – use of the parity bits inside the USART configuration.

At application level, frame control with CRC, checksum, security check, etc can be instantiated.
4.3 SPI
As SEU can affect SPI communication, it is recommended to implement data integrity check mechanisms at application level. In case of error, the transmitter must be warned and determines whether to resend the data/frame to the receiver.

At application level, frame control with CRC, checksum, security check, etc. can be instantiated.

**Tip:** If the SPI is used for memory access, execute several read cycles of the required memory cell to ensure correct data read.

4.4 TWI
As SEU can affect TWI communication, it is recommended to implement data integrity check mechanisms at application level. In case of error, the transmitter must be warned and determines whether to resend (or not) the data/frame to the receiver.

At application level, frame control with CRC, checksum, security check, etc. can be instantiated.

**Tip:** If the TWI is used for memory access, execute several read cycles of the required memory cell to ensure correct data read.
5. Analog Functions

5.1 ADC
As SEU can affect ADC conversion by corrupting a conversion result, it is recommended to execute multiple conversions before taking the converted value into account.

The effect of SEU in an ADC conversion chain can be considered as a noise over the acquisition chain. The standard techniques used in signal processing for improving SNR and optimizing measurement resolution can be of interest in order to minimize the impact of the SEU on the quality of the acquisition.

Tip: Standard oversampling and/or averaging techniques can be used for the mitigation of SEU events over the ADC acquisition chain.

5.2 Comparator
As SEU can affect comparator behavior by generating unexpected events, it is recommended to apply a digital filtering on the comparison event flags before considering the event as relevant.

The effect of SEU on the comparator is to indicate a spurious wrong comparison result on the ACO output. In such a case, all the comparison information flags would be updated while no modification of the status is expected.

On reception of a comparison event (interrupt configured in the ACIS field of the Analog Comparator Control and Status (ACSR) register), it is recommended that the application sample the ACO field of the ACSR multiple times. This checks whether the event was due to a spurious faulty comparison result, or if it relies on a relevant comparison result.

Tip: The ACSR.ACO field is read-only. In case of a spurious comparison, reading the field twice or three times determines if the event was transient or if it is relevant.
6. Revision History

6.1 Rev. A - 01/2018

- General
  - Template update: Moved from Atmel to Microchip template.
  - The application note is assigned a new document number (DS00002635) and revision letter is reset to A.
    - Document number DS00002635 revision A corresponds to what would have been document 41086 revision B.
    - ISBN number assigned.
  - Editorial changes throughout.
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